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Abstra t

TopCat (Topi Categories) is a te hnique for identifying topi s that re ur in arti les
in a text orpus. Natural language pro essing te hniques are used to identify key
entities in individual arti les, allowing us to represent an arti le as a set of items.
This allows us to view the problem in a database/data mining ontext: Identifying
related groups of items. This paper presents a novel method for identifying related
items based on \traditional" data mining te hniques. Frequent itemsets are generated
from the groups of items, followed by lusters formed with a hypergraph partitioning
s heme. We present an evaluation against a manually- ategorized \ground truth" news
orpus showing this te hnique is e e tive in identifying \topi s" in olle tions of news
arti les.

1 Introdu tion
Data mining has emerged to address problems of understanding ever-growing volumes of
information, nding patterns within the data that are used to develop useful knowledge. In
parti ular, on-line textual data is growing rapidly, reating the need for automated analysis.
There has been some work in this area [1, 2, 3℄, fo using on tasks su h as:

 Asso iation rules among items in text [4℄,
 Rules from semi-stru tured do uments [5℄, and
 This
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 Understanding use of language [6, 7℄.
In this paper the desired knowledge is major topi s in a olle tion; data mining is used to
dis over patterns that dis lose those topi s.
The basi problem is as follows: Given a olle tion of do uments, what topi s are frequently dis ussed in the olle tion? The goal is to help a human understand the olle tion,
so a good solution must identify topi s in some manner that is meaningful to a human. In
addition, we want results that an be used for further exploration. This gives a requirement
that we be able to identify sour e texts relevant to a given topi . This is related to do ument lustering [8℄, but the requirement for a topi identi er brings it loser to rule dis overy
me hanisms.
The way we apply data mining te hnology on this problem is to treat a do ument as a
\ olle tion of entities", allowing us to map this into a market basket problem. We use natural
language te hnology to extra t named entities from a do ument. We then look for frequent
itemsets : groups of named entities that ommonly o ur together. Beginning with these
frequent itemsets, we then luster named entities based on their do ument inter-relations.
This allows us to apture losely-related entities that may not a tually o ur in the same
do ument. The result is a re ned set of lusters. Ea h luster is represented as a set of
named entities and orresponds to an ongoing topi in the orpus. An example is:
ORGANIZATION
PERSON
ORGANIZATION

Justi e Department
Janet Reno
Mi rosoft

This is re ognizable as the U.S. antitrust ase against Mi rosoft. Although not as readable or
informative as a narrative des ription of the topi , it is a ompa t, human-understandable
representation. It also meets our \ nd the original do uments" riteria, as the topi an
used as a query to nd do uments ontaining some or all of the extra ted named entities
(see Se tion 3.4).
Mu h of this is based on existing ommer ial or resear h te hnology: natural language
pro essing for named entity extra tion, asso iation rule data mining, lustering of asso iation
rules, and information retrieval te hniques. The novelty of TopCat lies in how these disparate
te hnologies are ombined. There are a few key developments that have wider appli ation:

 The frequent itemset ltering riteria (Se tion 3.2.1).
 The hypergraph-based lustering me hanism, a more generalizable development of that
proposed in [9℄ (Se tion 3.3).

 Use of information retrieval measures for lustering of asso iations (Se tion 3.5).
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Although we only dis uss identifying topi s in text, these developments apply to any market
basket style data mining problem.
We will next give some ba kground on where this problem originated. In Se tion 3 we
give details on the TopCat pro ess. The pro ess will be des ribed start to nish, from issues
su h as data preparation and leansing, to the mapping from topi s ba k to do uments.
Se tion 4 des ribes an evaluation of TopCat on the Topi Dete tion and Tra king proje t
[10℄ orpus of news arti les, in luding an analysis of how TopCat performs ompared to a
manually-de ned \ground truth" list of topi s.

2 Problem Statement
The TopCat proje t started with a spe i user need. A proje t alled GeoNODE on erns
itself with organizing news in a geographi fashion. Given a sequen e of news stories, GeoNODE an produ e a world map highlighting the lo ations that the stories dis uss. In order
to do this reliably GeoNODE must identify ongoing topi s, sin e not every story on a topi
expli itly mentions the geographi al area in question. This dire ts us to exa tly the problem
at hand: providing some sort of human-understandable organization to a set of do uments.
Data mining experiments that we have ondu ted showed that using asso iation rules an
produ e on epts that are identi able as major news topi s. This led us to develop a topi
identi ation me hanism based on data mining te hniques.
There are related topi -based problems being addressed. The Topi Dete tion and Tra king (TDT) proje t [10℄ looks at two spe i problems:
Topi Tra king: Mapping in oming do uments to a prede ned set of topi s, using a training set of do uments already lassi ed into topi s.
Topi Dete tion: Re ognizing if a new do ument falls into an existing topi , or belongs in

a new topi .
Our problem is similar to the Topi Dete tion ( lustering) problem, with the following
ex eptions:
 We must generate a human-understandable \label" for a topi : a ompa t identi er
that allows a person to qui kly see what the topi is about.

 Topi identi ation an be retrospe tive. We do not have a requirement to identify

ea h new do ument/topi as it arrives.
Even though our goals are slightly di erent, the test orpus developed for the TDT proje t (a
olle tion of news arti les manually lassi ed into topi s) provides a basis for us to evaluate
3

Figure 1: GeoNODE s reen shot showing identi ed topi s at lower right.
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our work. A full des ription of the orpus an be found in [10℄. For this evaluation, we use
the topi dete tion riteria developed for TDT2 (des ribed in Se tion 4). This requires that
we go beyond identifying topi s, and also mat h do uments to a topi .
For purposes of using the TDT evaluation riteria, we de ne the problem as follows:
De nitions:
:
:
Do ument
T opi I D

+
+

word

word

Data Sour e:
:f
C orpus

g

Do ument

Goal: Produ e the following fun tions
(
):f
g
(
(
)
T opi List C orpus

T opi I D

T opi mat h T opi List C orpus ; Do ument

2

):

C orpus

T opi id



(

)

T opi List C orpus

In Se tion 4, we dis uss how TopCat performs against the TDT riteria.
One key item missing from the TDT2 evaluation riteria is that the
must be
useful to a human. This is harder to evaluate, as not only is it subje tive, but there are
many notions of \useful". We later argue that the
produ ed by TopCat is useful
to and understandable by a human.
Both the use of natural language pro essing and term lustering have been studied extensively in the Information Retrieval (IR) domain, usually with the goal of in reasing pre ision
and re all [12, 13, 14℄. Natural language pro essing has been used to automati ally generate
on ept thesauri, generate do ument summaries, handle natural language queries, and perform feature spa e redu tion for ve tor spa e models, as dis ussed in [15℄. Term lustering
has also been used for automati thesaurus generation, as well as do ument lustering [16℄.
However, these te hniques have had little use in attempts to understand a olle tion, as
opposed to individual do uments.
T opi I D

T opi I D

Referee 1: On related work, pg. 4, there is a brief dis ussion of how NLP
and term lustering have been used in the past, and then a omment that the
te hniques have had little use in attempts to understand a olle tions... Exa tly
what has been done, and what has not. Who's work is losest to this and how to
they relate to your fundamental resear h goals? It would also be helpful to have
a very lear statement of the resear h ontributions of this work; this would help
delineate the related work.
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3 Pro ess
TopCat follows a multi-stage pro ess, rst identifying key on epts within a do ument, then
grouping these to nd topi s, and nally mapping the topi s ba k to do uments and using
the mapping to nd higher-level groupings. Figure 2 gives an overview of this pro ess.
We identify key on epts within a do ument by using natural language te hniques to extra t
named people, pla es, and organizations. This gives us a stru ture that an be mapped into a
market basket style mining problem.1 We then generate frequent itemsets, or groups of named
entities that ommonly appear together. Further lustering is done using a hypergraph
splitting te hnique to identify groups of frequent itemsets that ontain onsiderable overlap,
even though not all of the items may appear together often enough to qualify as a frequent
itemset.
The generated topi s, a set of named entities, an be used as a query to nd do uments
related to the topi (Se tion 3.4). Using this, we an identify topi s that frequently o ur
in the same do ument to perform a further lustering step (identifying not only topi s, but
also topi /subtopi relationships).
We will use the following luster, apturing professional tennis stories, as an example
throughout this se tion.
PERSON

Andre Agassi

PERSON

Martina Hingis

PERSON

Mary Pier e

PERSON

Pete Sampras

PERSON

Venus Williams

PERSON

Serena

PERSON

Mar elo Rios

PERSON

Anna Kournikova

This is a typi al luster (in terms of size, support, et .) and allows us to illustrate many of
the details of the TopCat pro ess. It omes from merging two subsidiary lusters (des ribed
in Se tion 3.5), formed from lustering seven frequent itemsets (Se tion 3.3).
3.1

Data Preparation

TopCat starts by identifying named entities in ea h arti le (using the Alembi [17℄ system).
Alembi identi es people, lo ations, and organizations mentioned in the text based on linguisti ues, and identi es the type of entity (person, lo ation, or organization) as well as
1 Treating

a do ument as a \basket of words" did not work well, as shown in Se tion 3.1. Named entities
stand alone, but raw words need sequen e to be meaningful.
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the name. 2 This serves several purposes. First, it shrinks the data set for further pro essing. It also gives stru ture to the data, allowing us to treat do uments as a set of typed
and named entities. This gives us a natural database s hema for do uments that maps into
the traditional market basket data mining problem. Third, and perhaps most important, it
means that from the start we are working with data that is ri h in meaning, improving our
han es of getting human understandable results. We eliminate frequently o urring terms
(those o urring in over 10% of the arti les, su h as United States), as these are used a ross
too many topi s to be useful in dis riminating between topi s.
Note that the use of named entities, as opposed to full text, is debatable. It has been
shown that areful feature sele tion an slightly improve results in text ategorization, while
poor feature sele tion an have a large negative impa t [18℄. This leaves the question, are
named entities a good form of feature sele tion?
We tested this on our dataset using Support Ve tor Ma hines as lassi ers [19℄. Using
the TDT2 training/development sets as our training and test sets (stemmed using the Porter
stemming algorithm [20℄, and ltered for a list of ommon stopwords), we obtained a pre ision
of 95% for full text ategorization, versus 82% for named entity based ategorization (the
re all was nearly identi al, at 87% and 86% respe tively): Full text was better than named
entities. Details of this test are given in [21℄.
However, for the problem of topi identi ation, the use of full text is not nearly as lear
ut. We tested TopCat with full text, and found two problems. The rst was with s alability
(the stemmed/ ltered full text orpus ontained almost 5 million unique word-do ument
pairs vs. 385,420 named entity/do ument pairs). On our prototype, we were unable to
generate frequent itemsets at the low levels of support we used with named entities (at 5%
support it took nine hours on full text, and found only a single two-itemset.) We tried a
smaller test set (one week of data), and the TopCat pro ess took approximately one hour
at 2% support. Using named entities from the same data took only two minutes at 0.5%
support.
More riti al is the di eren e in the quality of the results. Using 2% support and fulltext generated 91 topi s, many of whi h were nonsensi al su h as (tip, true) and ( hat, signal,
insid) or non-topi relationships su h as (husband, wife). The named entities, even at lower
support, generated only 33 topi s for the week, and none were nonsensi al (although some,
su h as (Brussels, Belgium), were not topi s). Even the best full-text lusters were not that
good; Table 1 shows the \Asian E onomi Crisis" luster from the full-text and named-entity
versions. We feel the named entity version is just as re ognizable, and ontains more useful
2 Although

not tested spe i ally on the TDT2 orpus, Alembi and other top Named Entity tagging
systems typi ally a hieve 90-95% pre ision and re all.
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Table 1: Asian E onomi Crisis Topi : Full Text vs. Named Entities from One Week of
News
Full Text

Named Entity

analyst

LOCATION

Asia

asia

LOCATION

Japan

thailand

PERSON

Suharto

korea

LOCATION

China

invest

ORGANIZATION

International Monetary Fund

growth

LOCATION

Thailand

indonesia

LOCATION

Singapore

urren

LOCATION

Hong Kong

investor

LOCATION

Indonesia

sto k

LOCATION

Malaysia

asian

LOCATION

South Korea

ORGANIZATION

Imf

information.
3.1.1 Coreferen e

One diÆ ulty with named entities is that multiple names may be used for a single entity.
This gives us a high orrelation between di erent variants of a name (e.g., Rios and Mar elo
Rios) that add no useful information. We want to ombine su h referen es before we pro eed.
There are two issues involved:
1. How do we identify multiple referen es to the same entity within a do ument (as shown
above); and
2. How do we ensure that the same name is used to refer to an entity between do uments?
We have tried two approa hes. The rst is to nd asso iation rules between items where the
predi ted item is a substring of the predi tor. This works well for person names, where the
short name is un ommon, but is less e e tive with organization names.
The se ond approa h makes use of natural language te hniques that work within a do ument. We use oreferen e information generated by Alembi to generate groups of names
within a do ument (solving problem 1 above). Problem 2 is more diÆ ult. Some hoi es
learly will not work (Mar elo Rios is referred to as Mar elo only on e in our orpus). However, hoosing the most ommon version doesn't work either (he is referred to as Mar elo
Rios 82 times, and Rios 264; but there are 73 referen es to Rios that refer to someone else).
9

Therefore we use the globally most ommon version of the name where most groups ontaining that name ontain at least one other name within the urrent group. Although not
perfe t (e.g., three do uments referen ing Mar elo Rios only as Rios are missed), this does
give a global identi er for an entity that is both reasonably global and reasonably unique.
In many ases, this is better than su h \obvious" te hniques as using a full name. For
example, Serena Williams is referred to simply as Serena in many arti les; the above te hnique
aptures this in hoosing a global identi er. More sophisti ated te hniques ould be used
(su h as a manually-prepared \ atalog" of global names), but we nd this suÆ ient for our
purposes (in fa t, the di eren e between the above two approa hes with respe t to the TDT2
evaluation riteria is small).
Although the natural language te hnique is our primary approa h, we also use the assoiation rule based approa h with a minimum support of 0.05% and a minimum on den e
of 50%. This only results in six additional translations, but as they are relatively frequent
it does a e t results. Most are straightforward (e.g., sports team full names versus short
names, su h as New York Rangers vs. Rangers); these are frequently abbreviated in short
arti les, and thus are missed by the natural-language \single do ument" te hnique. The
only questionable one was a translation of Korea to South Korea; a sample of the do uments
a e ted showed this to be appropriate.
3.1.2 Data Cleansing

In addition to identifying the named entities within ea h do ument, several data leaning
algorithms were applied prior to the knowledge dis overy phase in order to in rease the
quality of the results. The data leaning te hniques used by the TopCat system, shown in
Figure 3, an be broadly lassi ed into two ategories, generi and domain spe i . The
generi data leaning te hniques are mostly taken from the Information Retrieval domain,
and in lude ase normalization and a stop algorithm. Sin e words traditionally found in a
stop list, su h as arti les of spee h and prepositions, have already been removed due to named
entity identi ation, TopCat uses a simple stop algorithm. The stop algorithm takes a user
supplied upper bound for the per entage of do uments that ontain any given term (referred
to as do ument frequen y ), and removes all terms that have a do ument frequen y greater
than the upper bound. Frequently o urring terms, su h as United States, are generally
used a ross too many subje ts to be useful in dis riminating between topi s; removing these
improved our results. The notion of the do ument frequen y being inversely proportional
to the usefulness or information gain of the term is the basis for Salton's popular TFIDF
(term frequen y/inverse do ument frequen y) term weighting s heme [22℄ that is used in
many Information Retrieval appli ations.
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Figure 3: TopCat Data Cleaning
The domain spe i data leaning steps used by TopCat for the TDT test orpus are
removal of dupli ate stories (an artifa t of pulling stories o of a \newswire", where errors
ause the entire story to be retransmitted) and removal of what will be referred to as omposite stories. A omposite story is a multi-topi story that ontains brief des riptions or re aps
of stories reported on elsewhere. In the print media domain, omposite stories often appear
on the rst page of a se tion, with brief des riptions of stories ontained within the se tion,
or stories that have o urred a ross the previous week. If these stories are not ltered out before the knowledge dis overy phase, terms and stories are asso iated with ea h other simply
be ause the events are reported in the same se tion of the newspaper, or o ur over the same
time period. A omposite story is di erent from a simple multi-topi story, as the topi s
overed in a omposite story are generally overed elsewhere in the paper. The heuristi
TopCat uses for identifying omposite stories is to look for re-o urring identi al headlines.
Any headline that o urs on at least a monthly basis (e.g., BULLETIN) is assumed to be a
omposite story and is ltered out.
3.2

Frequent Itemsets

The foundation of the topi identi ation pro ess is frequent itemsets. In our ase, a frequent
itemset is a group of named entities that o ur together in multiple arti les. What this
really gives us is orrelated items, rather than any notion of a topi . However, we found that
orrelated named entities frequently o urred within a re ognizable topi .
Dis overy of frequent itemsets is a well-understood data mining problem, arising in the
market basket asso iation rule problem [23℄. A do ument an be viewed as a market basket
of named entities; existing resear h in this area applies dire tly to our problem. We perform
the sear h dire tly in a relational database using query o ks [24℄ te hnology, allowing us
to in orporate the ltering riteria des ribed below into the sear h while relying on the
11

database query pro essor for many algorithmi issues. One problem with frequent itemsets
is that the items must o-o ur frequently, ausing us to ignore topi s that o ur in only a
few arti les. To deal with this, we use a low support threshold of 0.05% (25 o urren es in
the TDT orpus). Sin e we are working with multiple sour es, any topi of importan e is
mentioned multiple times; this level of support aptures all topi s of any ongoing signi an e.
However, this gives too many frequent itemsets (6028 2-itemsets in the TDT orpus). We
need additional ltering riteria to get just the \important" itemsets.3
3.2.1 Filtering of Frequent Itemsets

The traditional \market basket asso iation rule" lters are:
support { the number (or per ent) of baskets that must ontain the given rule; and
on den e { the per ent of time that the rule is true (given the ante edent, the onsequent

follows).

We have already dis ussed problems with support. Con den e overemphasizes ommon
items as onsequents and rare items as ante edents (e.g., \Key West =) United States").
The onsequent in su h ases rarely adds mu h meaning to a topi identi er.
We use interest [26℄, a measure of orrelation strength (spe i ally, the ratio of the probability of a frequent itemset o urring in a do ument to the multiple of the independent
probabilities of o urren e of the individual items) as an additional lter. This emphasizes
relatively rare items that generally o ur together, and de-emphasizes ommon items. We
sele t all frequent itemsets where either the support or interest are at least one standard
deviation above the average, or where both support and interest are above average (note
that this is omputed independently for 2-itemsets, 3-itemsets, et .) For 2-itemsets, this
brings us from 6028 to 1033. This is still dependent on the hoi e of a minimum support;
omputing this eÆ iently without a xed minimum support is an interesting problem.
We also use interest to hoose between \ ontained" and \ ontaining" itemsets (i.e., any
3-itemset ontains three 2-itemsets with the required support.) We don't need to keep the
2-itemsets independently; however, a strong 2-itemset is better than a weak 3-itemset. An
1-itemset is used only if it has greater interest than the orresponding -itemset, and an
-itemset is used only if it has greater interest than at least one of its ontained 1-itemsets.
This brings us to 416 (instead of 1033) 2-itemsets.
The diÆ ulty with using frequent itemsets for topi identi ation is that they tend to be
over-spe i . For example, the \tennis player" frequent itemsets onsist of the following:
n

n

n

n

3 The

problems with traditional data mining measures for use with text orpuses have been noted elsewhere
as well, see [25℄ for another approa h.
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Type1

PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON

Value1

Andre Agassi
Andre Agassi
Anna Kournikova
Mar elo Rios
Martina Hingis
Martina Hingis
Martina Hingis

Type2

PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON

Value2

Mar elo Rios
Pete Sampras
Martina Hingis
Pete Sampras
Mary Pier e
Serena
Venus Williams

Support

.00063
.00100
.00070
.00076
.00057
.00054
.00063

Interest

261
190
283
265
227
228
183

These apture individual mat hes of signi an e, but not the topi of \ hampionship tennis"
as a whole. There are also some rules ontaining these players that are ltered out due to
low support and/or interest; these are lo ations of mat hes and home ountries of players
(interesting, perhaps, but again relevant to spe i mat hes rather than \ hampionship
tennis" as a whole.)
3.3

Clustering

We experimented with di erent frequent itemset ltering te hniques, but were always fa ed
with an una eptable tradeo between the number of itemsets and our ability to apture
a reasonable breadth of topi s. Further investigation showed that some named entities
we should group as a topi would not show up as a frequent itemset under any measure;
no arti le ontained all of the entities. Therefore, we hose to perform lustering of the
named entities in addition to the dis overy of frequent itemsets. Clustering based on the
partitioning of a frequent itemset hypergraph was hosen for two reasons. First, the method
easily handles the large number of dimensions asso iated with the text domain. Se ond, the
method takes advantage of the omputational e ort already performed by the generation of
frequent itemsets. The hypergraph lustering method of [9℄ takes a set of asso iation rules
and de lares the items in the rules to be verti es, and the rules themselves to be hyperedges.
Sin e asso iation rules have a dire tionality asso iated with ea h rule, the algorithm ombines
all rules with the same set of items, and uses an average of the on den e of the individual
rules as the weight for a hyperedge. Clusters an be qui kly found by using a hypergraph
partitioning algorithm su h as hMETIS [27℄.
We adapted the hypergraph lustering algorithm des ribed in [9℄ in several ways to t
our parti ular domain. Be ause TopCat dis overs frequent itemsets instead of asso iation
rules, the rules do not have any dire tionality and therefore do not need to be ombined
prior to being used in a hypergraph. The interest of ea h itemset was used for the weight of
ea h edge. Sin e interest tends to in rease dramati ally as the number of items in a frequent
itemset in reases, the log of the interest was used in the lustering algorithm to prevent the
larger itemsets from ompletely dominating the pro ess.
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Upon investigation, we found that the stopping riteria presented in [9℄ only works for
domains that form very highly onne ted hypergraphs. Their algorithm ontinues to re ursively partition a hypergraph until the weight of the edges ut ompared to the weight of
the edges left in either partition falls below a set ratio (referred to as tness ). This riteria
has two fundamental problems:
 it will never divide a loosely onne ted hypergraph into the appropriate number of
lusters, as it stops as soon as if nds a partition that meets the tness riteria; and

 it always performs at least one partition (even if the entire hypergraph should be left

together.) It an inappropriately partition a group of items that should be left together.
If the initial hypergraph is a group of items that logi ally belong to a single luster,
the algorithm will go ahead and partition the items anyway.
To solve these problems and to allow items to appear in multiple lusters, we modi ed
the algorithm as follows:

 hMETIS looks to split the hypergraph into two relatively equal parts while minimizing
the weight of the edges ut. It will allow the number of verti es in ea h split to be
unequal up to a given unbalan e fa tor, as long as this results in a lower ut weight.
Our algorithm allows hMETIS to use as high an unbalan e fa tor as ne essary, with the
restri tion that the smallest partition size possible is 2 verti es. (A luster of one item
is not parti ularly meaningful.) The algorithm automati ally adjusts the unbalan e
fa tor based on the size of the hypergraph to allow for the maximum unbalan e. This
prevents a bad split from being made simply to preserve equal partition sizes.

 A user-de ned

uto parameter is used whi h represents the maximum allowable ut-

weight ratio (the weight of the ut edges divided by the weight of the un ut edges in a
given partition). The ut-weight ratio is de ned as follows. Let be a partition with
a set of edges , and the set of edges ut in the previous split of the hypergraph:
n
( i)
( ) = mi=1
( j)
j =1
P

m

e

n

W eight

utweight P

W eight e

A hyperedge remains in a partition if 2 or more verti es from the original edge are
in the partition. For example, a ut-weight ratio of 0.5 means that the weight of the
ut edges is half of the weight of the remaining edges. The algorithm assumes that
natural lusters will be highly onne ted by edges. Therefore, a low ut-weight ratio
indi ates that hMETIS made what should be a natural split between the verti es in
the hypergraph. A high ut-weight ratio indi ates that the hypergraph was a natural
luster of items and should not have been split.
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Figure 4: Hypergraph of Tennis Player Frequent Itemsets

 On e the stopping riteria has been rea hed for all of the partitions of a hypergraph,

verti es an be \added ba k in" to lusters depending on the user-de ned minimumoverlap parameter. Up to this point in the algorithm, a given vertex an only be a
member of one luster. Often, there are verti es that ould logi ally belong to several
lusters. For ea h partial edge that is left in a luster, if the per entage of verti es from
the original edge that are still in the luster ex eed the minimum-overlap per entage,
the removed verti es are added ba k in. Overlap for an edge is al ulated as follows,
where is the set of verti es:
v

(

overlap e; P

) = jf 2 jf g 2[ fgj 2 gj
v

P

v

v

e

e

For example, if the minimum-overlap is set to 50%, and 3 of the original 4 verti es of
an edge end up in the same luster, the 4th vertex is added ba k in sin e the overlap
for the edge is al ulated to be 0.75. On e this is done, a he k is made to remove any
lusters that are a pure subset of another luster (this often o urs with small lusters
whose verti es are from an edge that is also part of a larger luster).
For our domain, we found that the results were fairly insensitive to the uto riteria.
Cut-weight ratios from 0.3 to 0.8 produ ed similar lusters, with the higher ratios partitioning
the data into a few more lusters than the lower ratios. The hypergraphs that are reated
from the tennis player frequent itemsets are shown in Figure 4. Note that in this example,
ea h hypergraph be omes a single luster. Cuts are performed before the stopping riteria
is rea hed. For example in the \men's" luster, the Agassi/Sampras and Agassi/Rios links
are ut. However, they are added ba k in the nal step. The end result is the lusters below.
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Figure 5: Hypergraph of New York Yankees Baseball Frequent Itemsets
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The TDT data produ ed one huge hypergraph ontaining half the lusters. Most of the
rest are independent hypergraphs that be ome single lusters. Although the large hypergraph
demonstrates the utility of this method, it is too large to use as an example. One that does
not be ome a single luster is shown in Figure 5. Here, the link between Joe Torre and George
Steinbrenner (shown dashed) is ut. Even though this is not the weakest link, the attempt
to balan e the graphs auses this link to be ut, rather than produ ing a singleton set by
utting a weaker link. This is a sensible distin tion. For those that don't follow U.S. baseball,
George Steinbrenner is the owner of the New York Yankees, and Joe Torre is the manager.
Darryl Strawberry and David Cone are star players. Tampa, Florida is where the Yankees
train in the spring. During the January to April time frame, the players and manager were
in Tampa training, but George Steinbrenner had to deal with repairs to a rumbling Yankee
Stadium ba k in New York { thus the end result does re e t what is really happening.
3.4

Mapping to Do uments

The pre eding pro ess gives us reasonable topi s. However, to evaluate this with respe t to
the TDT2 instrumented orpus, we must map the identi ed topi s ba k to a set of do uments.
We ould tra e ba k to the sour e data, using the fa t that frequent itemsets an be tra ked
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dire tly to a set of do uments. However, this had two problems:
1. a do ument an be responsible for multiple frequent itemsets, we need to identify a
single topi for ea h do ument; and
2. a do ument may relate to a topi , but not ontain the all the entities of any of the
frequent itemsets.
We instead use the fa t that the topi itself, a set of named entities, looks mu h like
a boolean query. We use the TFIDF metri 4 to generate a distan e measure between a
do ument and a topi , then hoose the losest topi for ea h do ument. This is a exible
measure; if desired, we an use uto s (a do ument isn't lose to any topi ), or allow multiple
mappings.
Note that this is all done within the database; we never need to refer ba k to the full
text.
3.5

Combining Clusters based on Do ument Mapping

Although the lustered topi s appeared reasonable, we were over-segmenting with respe t
to the TDT \ground truth" riteria. For example, we separated men's and women's tennis;
the TDT human-de ned topi s had this as a single topi .
We found that the topi -to-do ument mapping provided a means to deal with this. Many
do uments were lose to multiple topi s. In some ases, this overlap was ommon and
repeated; many do uments referen ed both topi s (the tennis example was one of these).
We used this to merge topi s, giving a nal \tennis" topi of:

4 The

PERSON

Andre Agassi

PERSON

Martina Hingis

PERSON

Mary Pier e

PERSON

Pete Sampras

PERSON
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PERSON

Serena

PERSON

Mar elo Rios

PERSON

Anna Kournikova

TFIDF weight between a do ument i and topi t is al ulated as follows:[22℄
T F IDFit =

Xq
P
k2t

qP

tfik  (log(N=nk ))2

(log(N=nj ))2
j 2t

j 2t

(tfij )2  (log(N=nj ))2

where tfik is the term frequen y (number of o urren es) of term k in i, N is the size of the orpus, and nk
is the number of do uments with term k .
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There are two types of merge. In the rst (marriage ), the majority of do uments similar
to either topi are similar to both. In the se ond (parent/ hild ), the do uments similar to
the hild are also similar to the parent, but the reverse does not ne essarily hold. (The tennis
lusters were a marriage merge.)
The al ulation of these values is a tually a bit more omplex, as it also takes into a ount
negative relationships (two marriage topi s are not only lose to the same do uments, but
also far away from the same do uments.)
3.5.1 Marriage Relationship Cal ulation

The marriage similarity between lusters and is de ned as:

Pi2do uments
a

M arriage

ab

=P

b

ia 
ib
P
 i2do uments

T F I DF

i2do uments T F I DFia =N

T F I DF

=N

T F I DF

ib =N

Based on experiments on the TDT2 training set, we hose a uto of 30 (
ab  30)
for merging lusters. This value an be adjusted depending on user requirements. Note
that this is not a transitive measure; this ould pose a problem where lusters and are
marriages, and are marriages, but and are not. However, sin e merging lusters is
done by taking a union of the named entities in the two, and there is no requirement that the
topi identi ers partition the set of entities, it is not a pra ti al issue (we end up with two
topi s instead of the original three). We do merge into a single luster where su h transitivity
exists.
M arriage

a

b

b

a

3.5.2 Parent/Child Relationship Cal ulation

The parent hild relationship is al ulated as follows:
P arentC hild

p

Pi2do uments
=
Pi2do uments

ip  T F I DFi
T F I DFi =N

T F I DF

=N

We al ulate the parent/ hild relationship after the marriage lusters have been merged. In
this ase, we used a uto of 0.3 (this was a reasonably easy hoi e; the highest similarity
was 0.4, and the losest to 0.3 were 0.27 and 0.35 { a natural break.) Merging the groups is
again a omplished through a union of the named entities.
Note that there is nothing do ument-spe i about these methods. The same approa h
ould be applied to any market basket problem.

4 Experimental Results
The TDT2 evaluation riteria is based on the probability of failing to retrieve a do ument
that belongs with the topi , and the probability of erroneously mat hing a do ument to the
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topi . These are ombined to a single number
=

Det

C

Miss  PMiss  Ptopi

C

where:

P

P

Miss

=

FalseAlarm

=

+

C

Xj
XR j

C

as follows [28℄:

Det

FalseAlarm  PFalseAlarm  (1

H R

( )

H R

R

topi

)

Xj j
R
X
j j
j

( )j

R

P

=

R =

R

R

S

R

is the set of stories in a referen e target topi .
is the set of stories asso iated with a TopCat-produ ed topi .
topi (the a priori probability of a story being on some given topi ) = 0 02
Miss (the ost of a miss) = 1
FalseAlarm (the ost of a false alarm) = 1

R

H
P

:

C

:

:

C

:

The mapping ( ) between TopCat-identi ed topi s and referen e topi s is de ned to be the
mapping that minimizes Det for that topi (as spe i ed by the TDT2 evaluation pro ess):
H R

C

( )=

H R

f

argmin C

H

Det (R; H )g

where
Det (R; H )

C
P

Miss (R; H

FalseAlarm (R; H

P

=
) =
) =

C

Miss  PMiss(R; H )  Ptopi

N
N

+

Miss(R; H )=jRj

FalseAlarm (R; H )=jS

R

FalseAlarm  PFalseAlarm (R; H )  (1

P

topi

j

the number of stories in that are not in .
) is the number of stories in that are not in .
FalseAlarm (
j j is the number of stories in the set of stories.
is the set of stories to be s ored in the evaluation orpus being pro essed.

N

Miss (R; H ) is

C

N

R

R; H

H

H

X

R

X

S

Using the TDT2 evaluation data (May and June 1998), the Det s ore was 0.0062 using named entities alone, with improvements up to 0.0053 when a sele tion of keywords
in the ategories DISASTERS, TRIALS, VIOLENCE, and US POLITICS were added (as des ribed in Se tion 5. This was omparable to the results from the TDT2 topi dete tion
parti ipants[29℄, whi h ranged from 0.0040 to 0.0129, although they are not dire tly omparable (as the TDT2 topi dete tion is on-line, rather than retrospe tive). Of note is the
C
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low false alarm probability we a hieved (0.002); further improvement here would be diÆ ult.
The primary impediment to a better overall s ore is the miss probability of 0.17.
Although the use of keywords did provide some improvement in the s ores on the evaluation set, it was not signi ant. Only two topi s that mapped to evaluation topi s ontained
keywords; one of these (mapping California primaries to the Unabomber ase) was a mistake. The other added the terms earthquake and quake to the topi mat hing the \Afghan
Earthquake" topi . However, some topi s ( orresponding to topi s not part of the TDT2
list) did in lude interesting keywords, su h as suit to the Mi rosoft anti-trust ase.
The primary reason for the high miss probability is the di eren e in spe i ity between
the human-de ned topi s and the TopCat-dis overed topi s. (Only three topi s were missed
entirely; ontaining one, three, and ve do uments.) Many TDT2-de ned topi s mat hed
multiple TopCat topi s. Sin e the TDT2 evaluation pro ess only allows a single systemde ned topi to be mapped to the human-de ned topi , over half the TopCat-dis overed
topi s were not used (and any do ument asso iated with those topi s was ounted as a
\miss" in the s oring). TopCat often identi ed separate topi s, su h as (for the on i t with
Iraq) Madeleine Albright/Iraq/Middle East/State, in addition to the \best" topi (lowest Det
s ore) shown at the top of Table 3. The TFIDF-based topi merging of Se tion 3.5 addressed
this to some extent, substantially improving results in the training set. (Interestingly, the
topi merging didn't have a signi ant e e t on the evaluation set.) Although various TopCat
parameters ould be hanged to merge these, many similar topi s that the \ground truth"
set onsiders separate (su h as the world i e skating hampionships and the winter Olympi s)
would be merged as well.
The miss probability is a minor issue for our problem. Our goal is to identify important
topi s, and to give a user the means to follow up on that topi . The low false alarm probability
means that a story sele ted for follow-up will give good information on the topi . For the
purpose of understanding general topi s and trends in a orpus, it is more important to get
all topi s and a few good arti les for ea h topi than to get all arti les for a topi .
C

5 Keywords
Named entities an be very powerful identi ers for allowing a human to identify a topi or
event. However, they are not all-en ompassing. Named entities an apture questions like
\Who?" and \Where?", but require that we use our ba kground knowledge and inferen e
apabilities to answer questions su h as \What?" \When?" and \Why?" Other words
in do uments an answer these questions, but, as has been mentioned before, data mining
te hniques have diÆ ulty dealing with the unrestri ted set of information found in a large
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do ument olle tion. Named entities are one manageable subset. Another possibility is to
have a human generate a small set of keywords that are related to the sorts of do uments
in our orpus. Sin e we value eÆ ien y, we ask for a small set of keywords that an be
qui kly generated. An expansive keyword set might require signi ant human e ort. This
set of keywords provides us with another manageable subset of information. However, this
keyword set is likely to be limited; even though the words may adequately des ribe the topi
of interest, numerous other words are likely to be used to refer to the same idea. This leads
us to the problem of automati ally expanding the keyword list to better represent the full
list of words that might be used to des ribe the topi .
WordNet [30℄ is a tool that an help us make use of these keywords without overburdening
the data mining system or asking the human to provide an expansive list of keywords.
WordNet is a semanti network developed by George Miller at Prin eton University that
has mapped out a signi ant portion of the English language in a hierar hi al lexi on. It
in ludes linkages that we are all familiar with, su h as synonyms and antonyms, along with
more powerful, yet lesser known relations, su h as hypernyms and hyponyms. A hypernym is
a word that is more general than another word. Similarly, a hyponym is a word that is more
spe i . For example, we an say that vehi le is a hypernym of automobile and that ou h
is a hyponym of furniture. By exploiting these relations, we an expand a set of keywords
to in lude related words that were not part of the original keyword set. WordNet has
been ontinually honed and improved during the 14 years of its existen e and now in ludes
relations for over 100,000 word forms. The hyper/hyponym noun hierar hy is the most
developed portion of WordNet and will be the portion that we rely upon for our expansion
rules.
Although no su h olle tion ould possibly be omplete, WordNet holds an expansive
amount of knowledge about the human language. Given a term su h as politi ian, it an
tell us that a politi ian is a type of leader and that Demo rats and Republi ans are types of
politi ians. It might be diÆ ult to lo ate a do ument on U.S. politi s using simply the query
politi ian. Words su h as Demo rat, Republi an and leader an allow us to mat h more related
do uments (in rease re all) without mu h damaging the spe i ity (de rease pre ision) In
the next few paragraphs, we des ribe how WordNet is used for the keyword expansion task
and provide some experimental eviden e that WordNet is a viable resour e for expanding a
set of keywords to better represent the orresponding topi .
While WordNet is a great repository of knowledge, it is not a pana ea for the keyword
expansion problem. The knowledge that it stores was onstru ted by humans without any
underlying mathemati al model. Thus, some of the symmetry that one might expe t, su h
as equal semanti distan e between links, do not hold. Sin e we know that WordNet is a
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valuable resour e, we have spent time determining whi h of its aspe ts are most useful for the
task of keyword expansion. As a result of this work, we have developed the following three
heuristi s for ontrolling the aspe ts of WordNet that should be used in keyword expansion:
1. A word, sense pair given by a WordNet relation should be added to the expanded
keyword list only if the sense is the most ommon one for that word.
2. A hypernym relation should be used only if the hypernym is at depth 5 or below.
3. A hyponym relation should be used only if there are no more than 15 hyponyms for
the orresponding keyword.
We nd the basis for our rst heuristi in the word sense disambiguation (WSD) literature.
This literature is often losely tied to WordNet be ause it is the only large s ale, well-known,
publi ly available lexi on that des ribes inter onne tions between individual senses of words.
Many WSD papers, su h as [31℄, [32℄ and [33℄ use WordNet and the Brown orpus [34℄ (the
do ument base used to onstru t WordNet) as a foundation for their evaluations. One
observation that has been made in the WSD literature is that words are used to mean their
most ommon sense about 80% of the time. Sin e it would not be realisti to expe t our
do ument orpus to be sense disambiguated, we do not want to expand our keyword set
with words that are likely to retrieve irrelevant do uments. For example, WordNet gives the
sixth sense of for e as a synonym for violen e. Sin e for e is more ommonly used to refer
to a powerful e e t or in uen e, we would not want to expand violen e with a word su h
as for e. Sin e we annot expe t that the sear h orpus ould be fully disambiguated, this
heuristi limits the degree to whi h we add misleading words to the keyword set.
The WordNet hyper/hyponym relations form a set of dire ted a y li graphs (DAGs). In
order to gain some understanding of the stru ture, we assign these designated root words a
depth of 1. We then de ne the depth of any word to be one plus the depth of its shallowest
hypernym. Using this de nition, a word su h as as lothing a depth of 5. After ondu ting
informal keyword expansion experiments, we determined that larger semanti leaps are most
ommonly found near in shallower regions of ea h DAG. We performed hyper/hyponym
expansions on the topi statement for 20 TREC queries and qualitatively evaluated ea h
expansion word for relevan e. As low as depth 4 we found fairly misleading hypernyms,
su h as lothing  ! overing. Hen e, we de ided to only allow hypernym expansion for
words below depth 5 (hypernyms below depth 4). It should be noted that the WordNet
hyper/hyponym hierar hy is quite expansive and runs many levels deep. Of the 35 hypernyms
that we onsidered for in lusion in the expanded keyword set, 23 were at or below depth 5.
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Data Used

Table 2: Performan e with Keywords

Named entities only
Base keywords
Expanded keywords

Story weighted
Topi weighted
CDET Miss False CDET Miss False

.0062
.0056
.0053

.19 .0025
.20 .0016
.20 .0014

.0089
.0088
.0076

.32 .0025
.36 .0017
.31 .0014

Just as hypernym relations an provide us with words that an misrepresent the given
topi , so too an hyponym relations. To redu e the possibilities of adding su h a word to
our expanded keyword list, we restri t the set of hypernym relations that we are willing
to onsider. When a word has a small handful of hyponyms, it is likely that those words
are losely related to the topi at hand. However, when the word has a large number
of hyponyms, it is more likely that some of those words are misleading. Clothing has 29
hyponyms and is a perfe t example of where this problem strikes. Many are words that
would be useful for further expanding a topi related to lothing, but some may signi antly
alter the topi at hand. One su h misleading hyponym of lothing is G-string. An altavista
sear h on G-string leads us to lingerie, porn and musi , hardly what one would think of
given a topi of lothing. In order to restri t su h o urren es, we de ide to not expand the
hyponym relations of words that have more than 15 hyponyms. This heuristi will help our
expansion from blowing out of proportion.
These heuristi s give us a set of rules that should give us a fairly robust. For example,
given the keyword set president, U.S., WordNet keyword expansion yields President of the
United States, President, Chief Exe utive, head of state, hief of state, United States, United
States of Ameri a, Ameri a, US, USA, U.S.A., North Ameri an ountry, North Ameri an nation,
obviously a signi ant improvement in breadth without the sa ri e in pre ision that one
might nd in other keyword expansion te hniques.
In order to evaluate this keyword expansion te hnique, we have run experiments on the
TDT data a ording to standard evaluation metri s. Table 2 lists the results from su h
experiments using the named entities only, using the keywords and named entities (base
keywords) and using the expanded keywords and named entities (expanded keywords).
As one an see, using a short list of keywords and our heuristi keyword expansion te hnique
both improve the overall CDET s ore. Most impressive are the \topi weighted" results,
where the additional expansion words redu e the CDET s ore by 14%5 . Hen e keyword
expansion does improve, indi ating that keyword expansion an expand our topi overage
without drawing in irrelevant or tangential ideas.
5 Lower CDET s ores are better
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Parent/Child

Marriage

Figure 6: Types of Relationships

6 Constru ting Hiera hies of Topi s
The relationships des ribed in Se tion 3.5 were developed to further oales e the generated
topi s. However, a more important use is to onstru t hierar hies. Although work has been
done in lassifying do uments into hierar hies [35℄, onstru tion of the hierar hies has been
a manual pro ess.
These relationships apture two di erent types of overlap between topi s. The marriage
relationship o urs when there is a high degree of overlap between the do uments. The parent/ hild relationship happens when one topi is a subset of another. A graphi des ription
of the types of relationships is given in Figure 6.
We had 47 pairs with similarity greater than 30 for the marriage relationship in the TDT
data. Most onsisted of two topi s, however one ea h ontained three, ve, and six topi s;
redu ing the total number of topi s by 36. The largest of these merges the various weather
fore asters (originally individual topi s) into the single group showin in Table 3.
The two examples with highest similarity are:
Topi
LOCATION

Dubai

Topi
ORGANIZATION

Similarity
Crown

LOCATION

United Arab Emirates

PERSON

Abdullah

ORGANIZATION

Mets

PERSON

Bernard Gilkey

PERSON

Valentine

PERSON

Carlos Baerga

103
204

The Parent/Child relationship gave 16 pairs with a similarity greater than 0.3 in the
TDT data. These are divided into 7 hierar hies. The highest similarity three groups are
shown below (note that the India/Pakistan topi has two hildren):
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Parent

Child

Similarity

ORGANIZATION

Congress

PERSON

Di k Gephardt

ORGANIZATION

White House

PERSON

Newt Gingri h

ORGANIZATION

House

PERSON

Newt Gingri h

ORGANIZATION

Senate

LOCATION

India

ORGANIZATION

Bjp

LOCATION

Islamabad

ORGANIZATION

Congress Party

ORGANIZATION

Bjp

LOCATION

New Delhi

LOCATION

Islamabad

LOCATION

Pakistan

PERSON

Nawaz Sharif

LOCATION

South Asia

0.55

0.46

0.42

A display developed for the GeoNODE proje t apturing Parent/Child relationships is shown
in Figure 7. This is taken from a olle tion of broad ast news, overing a longer period than
the TDT data. Moving the mouse over a node shows the mnemoni for that topi , allowing a
user to browse the relationships. The node size aptures the number of do uments asso iated
with the topi .

7 Con lusions and Future Work
We nd that the identi ed topi s are not only reasonable in terms of the TDT2 de ned
a ura y, but also are understandable identi ers for the subje t. For example, the most
important three topi s (based on the support of the frequent itemsets used in generating the
topi s) are apparent from Table 3. The rst (Iraqi arms inspe tions) also gives information
on who is involved (although knowing that Ri hard Butler was head of the arms inspe tion
team, Bill Ri hardson is the U.S. Ambassador to the UN, and Saddam Hussein is the leader
of Iraq may require looking at the do uments; this shows the usefulness of being able to
a ess do uments based on the topi identi er.) The third is also reasonably understandable:
Events in and around Yugoslavia. The se ond is an amusing proof of the rst half of the
adage \Everybody talks about the weather, but nobody does anything about it."
The lustering methods of TopCat are not limited to topi s in text, any market basket style problem is amenable to the same approa h. For example, we ould use the hypergraph lustering and relationship lustering on mail-order pur hase data. This extends
asso iation rules to higher-level \related pur hase" groups. Asso iation rules provide a few
highly-spe i a tionable items, but are not as useful for high-level understanding of general
patterns. The methods presented here an be used to give an overview of patterns and trends
of related pur hases, to use (for example) in assembling a targeted spe ialty atalog.
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Figure 7: Display of Relationships found in Broad ast News
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Table 3: Top 3 Topi s for January through June 1998
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
ORGANIZATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
PERSON
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
PERSON
PERSON
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION

Baghdad
Britain
China
Iraq
Se urity Coun il
United Nations
Ko Annan
Saddam Hussein
Ri hard Butler
Bill Ri hardson
Russia
Kuwait
Fran e
U.N.
Alaska
An horage
Caribbean
Great Lakes
Gulf Coast
Hawaii
New England
Northeast
Northwest
Ohio Valley
Pa i Northwest
Plains
Southeast
West
Byron Miranda
Karen M ginnis
Meteorologist Dave Hennen
Valerie Voss
Albania
Ma edonia
Belgrade
Bosnia
Pristina
Yugoslavia
Serbia
Slobodan Milosevi
Ibrahim Rugova
Nato
Kosovo Liberation Army
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7.1

Computation Requirements

Our implementation of TopCat is designed to test the on epts, and not performan e. We
have used resear h software designed for exibility, not performan e. In parti ular, all but
the named entity tagging and hypergraph lustering are implemented in SQL and run on
a transa tion-oriented ommer ial database. Thus these times should be viewed as extreme
upper bounds on the omputational requirements. However, for those interested, we give
some ideas of the times required (all times an a Sun Ultra1/140):
Named Entity Tagging Alembi tagged the entire 144MB TDT2 orpus in under 21

hours. However, the ma hine was heavily used during some of this time, so this number
is high. A gure of 128KB/minute would be more appropriate. However, Alembi is
a resear h tool for applying ma hine learning te hniques to identifying on epts in data, and is not optimized for performan e. Commer ial named entity tagging software
exists that would do better.

Coreferen e mapping The oreferen e mapping pro edure des ribed six hours 49 minutes.

As this is not a entral feature of this work, and others are working on better ways
of doing ross-do ument oreferen ing, we have not worried about the expense of this
pro ess.

Frequent itemset omputation Computing frequent itemsets to 76 minutes. However,

this ould easily be improved using highly optimized ommer ial data mining tools (TDT2 has 1.5 million named entities and 65000 do uments { an easy task for ommer ial
\market basket asso iation rule" tools).

Hypergraph lustering The hypergraph lustering step took just under 5 minutes on the

TDT2 data.

TFIDF-based luster merge The TFIDF-based merging of lusters took 67 minutes. Al-

though we found this ne essary to get reasonable results on the TDT2 training data,
we nd that the results obtained without this step are meaningful to humans, even if
they are more spe i than the human breakdowns of topi s in the TDT2 testbed (this
was validated on the TDT2 evaluation set.) This step would be primarily of interest
for developing the topi hierar hies in Se tion 6.

Although the total pro ess is omputationally expensive, the most expensive parts are data
preparation: Named entity tagging and ross-do ument oreferen e omputation. These
need only be done on e per do ument. The a tual topi identi ation pro ess is done more
frequently: it is often interesting to manually de ne a subset of the orpus (e.g., a spe i
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range of dates), then identifying topi s within that subset; or identifying new topi s and
hanges to existing topi s as new arti les are loaded. In addition, the most expensive part
of the topi identi ation, omputing frequent itemsets, an be signi antly improved by
raising the support threshold { if the goal is to identify only the 5-10 most important topi s
in a orpus, this is e e tive. A pra ti al appli ation of TopCat would involve ontinuously
loading/tagging data as a ba kground pro ess. Given this, topi identi ation { while not
truly intera tive { ould easily be fast enough to be done \on demand" whenever a orpus
subset of interest is identi ed.
7.2

Future Work

One key problem we fa e is the ontinuity of topi s over time. There are two issues here:

 Performan e: Can we in rementally update the topi s without looking at all the old
data? The data mining ommunity is addressing this for asso iation rules (for two
examples, see [36℄ and [37℄); this should apply dire tly to TopCat.

 New knowledge: How do we alert the user when something interesting has hanged?
We nd the latter issue to be the greater hallenge. There are two types of hanges: New
topi s, and new information added to a topi . For frequent itemsets, this is feasible. One
approa h would be to identify when a new frequent itemset is a result of do uments that
ontributed to an old frequent itemset, with some new do uments giving support to a hange
(new information added to the itemset), or a result of do uments that did not previously support an itemset (a new itemset). However, arrying this through the hypergraph partitioning
/ lustering is a diÆ ult problem.
Another issue is the type of information to use. We have shown that using all words is
not appropriate, but extra ting more information should help. As information extra tion
te hnology advan es, we will be able to make use of information other than named entities
and user-provided keywords. For example, the Alembi proje t is working on extra ting
events. How to best make use of this information is an open question. For example, grouping
events into types (as we did with keywords) may or may not be appropriate.
We have talked about how we map do uments into the market basket model using named
entities. However, what the named entity pro essing really gives us is a typed market basket
(e.g., LOCATION or PERSON as types.) We have made little use of the types, but their
presen e ould be bene ial. Another possibility is to use generalizations (e.g., a geographi
\thesaurus" equating Prague and Brno with the Cze h Republi ) in the mining pro ess[38℄.
As the extra ted information be omes ri her, these issues will in rease in importan e. Fur29

ther work on expanded models for data mining ould have signi ant impa t on data mining
of text.
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